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In nonmagnetic insulators, phonons are the carriers of heat. If heat enters in a region and temperature is measured at a point within phonon mean free paths of the heated region, ballistic propagation causes a nonlocal relation between local temperature and heat insertion. This paper focuses on the solution of the exact Peierls-Boltzmann equation (PBE), the relaxation time approximation (RTA), and the definition of local temperature needed in both cases. The concept of a non-local “thermal susceptibility” (analogous to charge susceptibility) is defined. A formal solution is obtained for heating with a single Fourier component \( P(\vec{r}, t) = P_0 \exp(i\vec{k} \cdot \vec{r} - i\omega t) \), where \( P \) is the local rate of heating. The results are illustrated by Debye model calculations in RTA for a three-dimensional periodic system where heat is added and removed with \( P(\vec{r}, t) = P(x) \) from isolated evenly spaced segments with period \( L \) in \( x \). The ratio \( L/\ell_{\text{min}} \) is varied from 6 to \( \infty \), where \( \ell_{\text{min}} \) is the minimum mean free path. The Debye phonons are assumed to scatter anharmonically with mean free paths varying as \( \ell_{\text{min}}(qD/q)^2 \) where \( qD \) is the Debye wavevector. The results illustrate the expected local (diffusive) response for \( \ell_{\text{min}} \ll L \), and a diffusive to ballistic crossover as \( \ell_{\text{min}} \) increases toward the scale \( L \). The results also illustrate the confusing problem of temperature definition. This confusion is not present in the exact treatment but is fundamental occurs in RTA.

I. INTRODUCTION

Phonons have diverse mean free paths \( \ell_Q \), diverging as \( \omega_Q^P \) at low frequencies. The power \( P \) is also diverse. For anharmonic scattering, computations\(^1\)\(\text{–}^3\) and experiment\(^4\) confirm Herring’\s\(^5\) predictions: for scattering by \( N \) (normal) processes, \( p = 2 \) and by \( U \) (Umklapp) processes, \( p = 3 \). For scattering by defects (Rayleigh scattering) \( p = 4 \). This diversity is revealed as nonlocality (often designated as the “ballistic/diffusive crossover”) in the relation between phonon heat current and temperature or temperature gradient.

Early discussions of nonlocality (\( e.g. \) ref. 6) considered transport in media bounded only perpendicular to the direction of the current. The more fundamental non-locality for finite size parallel to the current has been discussed for phonon transport since at least 1980\(^7\)\(\text{–}^11\). It causes interesting complexities at submicron length scales\(^10,12,13\), currently a topic under intense study. This paper uses phonon quasiparticle theory as described by the Peierls-Boltzmann equation (PBE)\(^14\). The PBE is actually \( 3nN \) equations, one for the distribution \( N_Q \) of each phonon mode \( Q = (q, s) \), where \( q \) is one of the \( N \) wavevectors of the crystal with \( N \) unit cells, and \( s \) runs over the \( 3n \) branches.

The quasiparticle distribution \( N_Q \) is driven by external heating at a rate \( P(\vec{r}, t) \). This driving is described by a term in the PBE which has only recently been discussed\(^15\)\(\text{–}^18\). The heating \( P \) causes the temperature to have new spatial variation \( T = T_0 + \Delta T(\vec{r}, t) \). Thus there are \( 3nN + 2 \) fields, \( N_Q(\vec{r}, t), P(\vec{r}, t), \) and \( \Delta T(\vec{r}, t) \). Typically \( P \) is predetermined, and \( \Delta T \) should be calculated from \( N_Q \) and \( P \). A new equation must be added to the \( 3nN \) PBE’s, in order to solve for \( 3nN + 1 \) unknown functions in terms of the given function \( P \).

For the conventional bulk problem, everything is homogeneous in space and time. The heating \( P \) is distant from the region of interest, but has created a known heat current \( j \). The temperature is \( T_0 + \text{constant} \) which can be measured. The thermal conductivity (the ratio of current to temperature gradient) can be computed from the PBE without need for an extra equation, since \( P \) is irrelevant, \( \nabla T \) is given, and \( j \) is found from \( N_Q \). It is now common to implement a “first-principles” anharmonic phonon theory\(^19,20\). Codes that permit full inversion of the PBE\(^21,22\) are widely accessible. The results for simple semiconductors\(^23\) are very impressive. Similar computations for spatially inhomogeneous situations are starting to emerge\(^24,25\). PBE treatments using RTA are challenging enough. A good example is Ref. 18.

In the inhomogeneous case, measurement of \( \Delta T(\vec{r}, t) \) is a challenge only partly solved, making computation (also only partly solved) an important issue. One object of this paper is to clarify what the additional equation should be. For the correct Boltzmann equation with energy conserved in microscopic phonon collisions, there is a single sensible answer, namely that the local energy density \( U(\vec{r}, t) \) contained in the distribution functions \( N_Q \) should also be completely described by the local equilibrium distribution \( n_Q \), a Bose-Einstein distribution with the local temperature \( T(\vec{r}, t) \). We regard this as a definition of temperature in a spatially inhomogeneous situation. This definition seems compulsory within the context of kinetic theory. There should be no net local heat in the deviation \( \Phi_Q = N_Q - n_Q \), even though \( \Phi_Q \) contains all the heat current. Unfortunately, this “exact"
energy conserving PBE is very challenging to solve in a nonlocal situation, and the relaxation time approximation (RTA) is a desirable shortcut. It turns out that there are two plausible candidates for the additional equation needed, when RTA is used. Neither is perfect. They cannot both be satisfied. They provide two alternative definitions of temperature, which has to can be regarded as a shortcoming of RTA when applied to spatially inhomogeneous situations. The first alternative is to use the same condition needed in the “exact” (meaning no RTA is used) theory. Surprisingly, this choice seems more problematic than the second definition, which arises by forcing the solution of the RTA-PBE to have no net energy changes caused by collisions. Energy conservation is strictly obeyed by each collision in the exact theory, and disobeyed in each collision in RTA. However, it is sensible to force it to be true on average in RTA. We compare the results of these two candidate extra conditions for a Debye model treated in RTA, and containing diverse phonon mean free paths.

It is convenient to formulate the theory in Fourier space, where the distribution function is \( N_Q(\vec{k}, \omega) \). We will not use different notations for functions like \( N_Q \) when they are in coordinate or reciprocal space. The symbol \( N_Q \) will mean the distribution function, which can be in either real or reciprocal space representation. Specific variables \( (\vec{r}, t) \) or \( (\vec{k}, \omega) \) will often be omitted unless a particular representation is being considered. For our numerical work using a Debye and RTA model, we will drop the time dependence. Variables will depend of \( \vec{r} \) or \( k \), but not on \( t \) or \( \omega \). But in the formal theoretical treatment, there is virtue in keeping time dependence as an option.

Suppose heat is supplied to an insulating solid at rate \( P(\vec{r}, t) \), where \( \int d\vec{r} P(\vec{r}, t) = 0 \). This guarantees that after transients have died, a steady state exists with heat removal exactly compensating heat addition. A model (and time-independent) example is shown in Fig. 1. We assume that \( P \) is a small perturbation, which allows a linear approximation. The PBE, which governs the evolution of \( N_Q \), becomes a linear equation, to be solved for \( \Delta T \) and \( \Phi_Q \) to linear order in the driving \( P \).

We should acknowledge that there is no uniquely accepted definition of temperature for systems out of equilibrium. Rigorous thermodynamics may even reject the attempt. Attempts at general theories are available. We have two remarks. (1) If a measurement can be well interpreted in terms of a \( \Delta T \), this represents for us a sufficient definition for that problem. (2) A careful Boltzmann treatment with a correct quasiparticle scattering operator necessarily introduces a local temperature \( T(\vec{r}, t) \); this is the object of our study. Many schemes for measuring \( \Delta T(\vec{r}, t) \) have been devised and used; for example, transient thermal gratings or stationary physical gratings. Molecular dynamics (MD) modeling also provides “data” of this type, and Monte Carlo simulations are useful.
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**FIG. 1.** One period 0 \( \leq x \leq L \) of a model periodic system (to be studied numerically in Sec. VII). Static heating \( P(x) \) is done in segments of length \( d \) centered at \( x = nL \). Equal removal of heat is done in similar segments located at \( x = (n + 1/2)L \). Heat currents \( j \) obeying \( \nabla \cdot j = P \) carry heat from hotter to colder regions. The temperature excursion \( T(x) - T_0 = \Delta T(x) \) is shown in the local (or diffusive) limit, where \( kd^2 T/dx^2 = -P(x) \). Non-local effects on \( T(x) \) are expected if \( x \) is within phonon mean free paths of regions of spatial variation of \( P \). Heating \( P \), current \( j \), and temperature \( \Delta T \) are all in arbitrary units.

### II. BOLTZMANN EQUATION

If phonons are the only heat carrier, space and time variations not too rapid, and scattering not so strong as to degrade the phonon quasiparticle picture, then the PBE applies,

\[
\frac{\partial N_Q}{\partial t} = \left( \frac{\partial N_Q}{\partial t} \right)_{\text{drift}} + \left( \frac{\partial N_Q}{\partial t} \right)_{\text{scatt}} + \left( \frac{\partial N_Q}{\partial t} \right)_{\text{ext}} \tag{1}
\]

It is convenient to have a vector-space notation, where \( |Q\rangle \) is a 3\( n \)-vector containing the components of the normal mode eigenvectors and \( \langle Q| \) is the distribution function. Its normal mode component is \( N_Q = \langle Q|N\rangle \). In this notation, Eq. 1 is

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} |N\rangle = \frac{\partial}{\partial t} |N\rangle_{\text{drift}} + \frac{\partial}{\partial t} |N\rangle_{\text{scatt}} + \frac{\partial}{\partial t} |N\rangle_{\text{ext}} \tag{2}
\]

This notation appears occasionally in the literature, e.g. Ref. 40. The phonon energy density \( U(\vec{r}, t) \) or \( U(\vec{k}, \omega) \) is

\[
U = \frac{E}{V} = \frac{1}{V} \sum_Q \hbar \omega_Q N_Q = \frac{1}{V} \langle \hbar \Omega|N\rangle, \tag{3}
\]

where \( V \) is the volume of the crystal. To clarify the compact vector notation, note that the unit operator can be written in normal mode space as \( 1 = \sum_Q |Q\rangle\langle Q| \). Then \( U = (1/V) \sum_Q \langle \hbar \Omega|Q\rangle\langle Q|N\rangle \). The inner product \( \langle \hbar \Omega|Q\rangle \) is just \( \hbar \omega_Q \).

In the full Boltzmann equation, the scattering term \( \frac{\partial N_Q}{\partial t}_{\text{scatt}} \) is a complicated non-linear function of the distributions \( N_Q \). It conserves phonon energy but, because of Umklapp processes, crystal momentum is not conserved. Boltzmann’s H-theorem tells us that collisions cannot decrease entropy, only increase it, where
nonequilibrium entropy is defined for phonons as $S/k_B = \sum_Q [(N_Q + 1) \ln(N_Q + 1) - N_Q \ln N_Q]$. Entropy stops increasing when it reaches the maximum consistent with the available local phonon energy. This maximum occurs when $N_Q$ evolves to the Bose distribution $n_Q(T(\vec{r},t))$, where the definition of local temperature $T(\vec{r},t)$ is that

$$U = \frac{1}{V} \langle \hbar \Omega | N \rangle = \frac{1}{V} \langle \hbar \Omega | n(T(\vec{r},t)) \rangle. \quad (4)$$

The distribution function can be written as $N_Q = n_Q(T(\vec{r},t)) + \Phi_Q$, or equivalently $|N\rangle = |n(T(\vec{r},t)) + |\Phi\rangle\rangle$, where the local temperature is the one that satisfies Eq. 4. Then the scattering term in the Boltzmann equation, after linearizing in $\Phi_Q$, takes the form

$$(\frac{\partial N_Q}{\partial t})_{scatt} = -\sum_Q S_{QQ'} \Phi_{Q'} \text{ or } \frac{\partial}{\partial t} |N\rangle_{scatt} = -S |\Phi\rangle, \quad (5)$$

where $S_{QQ'} = \langle Q | S | Q' \rangle$. The deviation $\Phi_Q$ transports heat but can have no net energy, $\sum_Q \hbar \omega Q \Phi_Q = \langle \hbar \Omega | \Phi \rangle = 0$. There is nothing in the Boltzmann equation itself that can specify the value of $T(\vec{r},t)$. The correct specification is just the extra constraint $\langle \hbar \Omega | \Phi \rangle = 0$ that has to be imposed.

When time-independent bulk thermal conductivity is studied, one ignores the details of heat addition and removal at distant places, and instead assumes that $T(\vec{r})$ equals the background temperature $T_0$ plus a small correction $\Delta T$ with a constant gradient $\vec{\nabla} T$. Then one solves the PBE to find the resulting constant $\vec{j}$. However, we need to deal with cases where the known quantity is the heat input, and $T(\vec{r},t)$ is unknown.

Phonon energy is conserved in collisions,

$$\left(\frac{\partial U}{\partial t}\right)_{scatt} = 0 = -\frac{1}{V} \langle \hbar \Omega | S | \Phi \rangle. \quad (6)$$

This equation is satisfied for any deviation $|\Phi\rangle$. This is equivalent to the statement that the dual-space vector $\langle \hbar \Omega |$ is a null left eigenvector of the linearized scattering operator, $\langle \hbar \Omega | S = 0$. This can be shown explicitly using standard third-order anharmonic scattering.

Linear approximation allows separate treatment of each Fourier component. Defining, for example,

$$\Phi_Q(\vec{r},t) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\omega \sum_\vec{k} \Phi(\vec{k},\omega)e^{i(\vec{k} \cdot \vec{r} - \omega t)} \quad (7)$$

the drift term $\langle \partial N_Q/\partial t \rangle_{drift} = -\vec{v}_Q \cdot \vec{\nabla} N_Q$ has the form

$$\langle \frac{\partial N_Q(\vec{k},\omega)}{\partial t} \rangle_{drift} = -ik \cdot \vec{v}_Q \frac{d\hbar \omega}{d\hbar} \Delta T(\vec{k},\omega) - i(\vec{k} \cdot \vec{\nabla}) \Phi_Q(\vec{k},\omega), \quad (8)$$

where $\vec{v}_Q = \partial \omega_Q/\partial \vec{q}$ is the phonon group velocity. In vector notation this is

$$\langle \frac{\partial}{\partial t} |N(\vec{k},\omega)\rangle \rangle_{drift} = -i\vec{k} \cdot \vec{v}_Q \frac{d\hbar \omega}{d\hbar} \Delta T(\vec{k},\omega) - i\vec{k} \cdot \vec{\nabla} \Phi(\vec{k},\omega) \quad (9)$$

where each component $v_\alpha$ is a $3nN \times 3nN$ matrix, diagonal in the normal mode representation,

$$\langle Q | \vec{v} | Q' \rangle = \vec{v}_Q \delta_{QQ'} \quad (10)$$

Finally, the PBE needs a term $\langle \partial N_Q/\partial t \rangle_{ext}$ which describes how external heat (at rate $P(\vec{r},t)$ or $P(\vec{k},\omega)$) is added and removed to keep a steady-state inhomogeneous temperature and heat current. It seems unlikely that there is a single universal form. Hua and Minnich use a somewhat more general form than the one used here, which was introduced by Vermeersch et al.,

$$\left(\frac{\partial N_Q}{\partial t}\right)_{ext} = \frac{P}{C} \frac{d\hbar \omega}{d\hbar} \frac{dn_Q}{dT}. \quad (11)$$

The idea is that added heat causes a time rate of increase of occupancy $N_Q$ of mode $Q$, identical to what would happen close to equilibrium with a time rate of temperature increase $P/C$. Here $C$ is the bulk specific heat. This equation does not correspond closely to any particular experiment. It does agree with typical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations which use local thermostating, for example, ref. 35. In vector notation,

$$\left(\frac{\partial}{\partial t} |N(\vec{r},t)\rangle \rangle\right)_{ext} = \left(\frac{P}{C} \langle \frac{d\hbar \omega}{d\hbar} \frac{dn}{dT}\right) \langle S + i\vec{v} \cdot \vec{\nabla} \rangle |\Phi\rangle \quad (12)$$

The specific heat $C = \langle \hbar \Omega | \frac{d\hbar \omega}{d\hbar} \frac{dn}{dT} \rangle / V = \sum_Q C_Q$ is the sum of contributions $C_Q$ from each normal mode,

$$C_Q = \frac{1}{V} \hbar \omega Q \frac{dn_Q}{dT}. \quad (13)$$

Now we can write the “full” (meaning not RTA) linearized PBE,

$$\left(\frac{\partial}{\partial t} |N(\vec{r},t)\rangle \rangle\right) = \left(\frac{P}{C} - \vec{v} \cdot \vec{\nabla} T \right) \langle \frac{d\hbar \omega}{d\hbar} \frac{dn}{dT} \rangle - (S + i\vec{v} \cdot \vec{\nabla}) |\Phi\rangle \quad (14)$$

$$\langle S + i\vec{k} \cdot \vec{v} - i\omega \rangle |\Phi\rangle = \left(\frac{P}{C} - i(\vec{k} \cdot \vec{v} - \omega) \Delta T \right) \langle \frac{d\hbar \omega}{d\hbar} \frac{dn}{dT} \rangle \quad (15)$$

All fields $N$, $n$, $\Phi$, $P$, and $\Delta T$ are in real space ($\vec{r},t$) in Eq. 14, or Fourier space ($\vec{k},\omega$) in Eq. 15. The Fourier space version is simpler because it gets rid of differential operators $\partial/\partial t$ and $\vec{\nabla}$. Taking the projection onto mode $Q$, i.e. operating on the left by $\langle Q |$, we have $3nN$ equations, one for each $Q$, that can be solved for $\Phi_Q$ in terms of the fields $P$ and $\Delta T$. We wish to apply this to problems where $P$ is given. Then $\Delta T$ needs to be specified by an additional equation, already suggested by the H-theorem, and discussed in the next section.

III. ENERGY AND ENERGY CONSERVATION

A. Full treatment

The total quasiparticle energy density $U(\vec{r},t)$ is defined in Eq. 3. The time rate of change is $\partial U/\partial t = $
\( \langle h\Omega | \partial N / \partial t \rangle / V \). Taking the \((1/V) \langle h\Omega \rangle \) projection of Eq. 14, the left side gives \( \partial U / \partial t \). The first part of the first term on the right is just \( P_0 \), because \( \langle h\Omega | dn / d\Omega \rangle / V \) is the specific heat \( C \). The second part of the first term on the right vanishes because time-reversal symmetry requires \( \langle h\Omega | \vec{v} n \rangle = 0 \). The first part of the second term on the right vanishes because \( \langle h\Omega | S(\Phi) / V = (\partial U / \partial t)_{\text{coll}} = 0 \) is the statement that collisions do not change the total energy. The second part of the second term on the right is \(-\vec{\nabla} \cdot \vec{j} \), where

\[
\vec{j} = \frac{1}{V} \langle h\Omega | \vec{v} \Phi \rangle = \frac{1}{V} \sum_Q \hbar \omega_Q \vec{v} Q \Phi_Q. \tag{16}
\]

Putting it together, the answer is

\[
\partial U(\vec{r}, t) / \partial t = -\vec{\nabla} \cdot \vec{j}(\vec{r}, t) + P(\vec{r}, t), \tag{17}
\]
or, the rate of local energy increase is the sum of energy current flowing in and external heating.

**B. Relaxation time approximation**

Consider first how a phonon quasiparticle relaxes toward equilibrium. Suppose that mode \( Q \) is the only mode not in equilibrium, which means \( \Phi_Q = \Phi_Q \delta_Q Q \). Then Eq. 5 reduces to

\[
\left( \frac{\partial N_Q}{\partial t} \right)_{\text{relax}} = -\frac{N_Q - n_Q}{1/\tau_Q} \tag{18}
\]

where \( 1/\tau_Q = S_Q Q \) is the quasiparticle relaxation rate. The rate \( 1/\tau_Q \) is therefore the mode-diagonal element of the operator \( S \). It is often called the “single mode relaxation rate”. Solving the full PBE, Eq. 15 is challenging because one needs to invert a large non-Hermitian matrix \( S + i\vec{k} \cdot \vec{v} - \iota \omega \) for many \( \vec{k} \)'s. The only implementation we know of is Ref. 24. The problem is greatly simplified if off-diagonal elements \( S_{Q Q'} \) of the mode-space scattering matrix are ignored. This is the RTA, \( S \rightarrow S_D \), where \( \langle Q | S | Q' \rangle \) is approximated by its Q-diagonal matrix elements \( S_D, Q' Q \) \( = 1/\tau_Q \delta_Q Q' \). The notation \( S_D \) denotes the diagonal part of \( S \). This means using Eq. 18 for the scattering term in the PBE. Unfortunately, this destroys energy conservation. It is known that, when \( \vec{k} = 0 \), this approximation is often quite good, but little is known about the accuracy of RTA in the inhomogeneous case. For bulk thermal conductivity \( (\vec{k} = 0) \), \( \vec{k} \) and \( \vec{\nabla} \Phi \) go to zero, and the matrix to be inverted is \( S \) rather than \( S + i\vec{k} \cdot \vec{v} \). This greatly simplifies the problem. “First-principles” calculations doing full inversion of \( S \) compare very well with the RTA use of only diagonal parts of \( S \), for simple semiconductors at \( T \) not too low\(^\text{23} \). The accuracy of RTA for \( \vec{k} \neq 0 \) calculations has not been similarly tested.

**IV. SOLUTION OF THE NONLOCAL PBE**

The formal solution of Eq. 15 is

\[
\Phi = (S + i\vec{k} \cdot \vec{v} - \iota \omega)^{-1} \left( \frac{P}{C} - (i\vec{k} \cdot \vec{v} - \iota \omega) \Delta T \right) \left( \frac{dn}{d\Omega} \right). \tag{19}
\]

The deviation \( \Phi \) has a piece driven by \( P \) and another driven by \( \Delta T \). As argued above, an extra equation is needed, namely \( \langle h\Omega | \Phi \rangle = 0 \). This is the simplest sensible definition of a non-equilibrium temperature.

**A. Nonlocal Thermal susceptibility**

Using \( \langle h\Omega | \Phi \rangle = 0 \), the relation between \( P \) and \( \Delta T \) is

\[
C(T) \Delta T(\vec{k}, \omega) = \Theta(\vec{k}, \omega) P(\vec{k}, \omega), \tag{20}
\]

where

\[
\Theta(\vec{k}, \omega) = \langle h\Omega | (S + i\vec{k} \cdot \vec{v} - \iota \omega)^{-1} (i\vec{k} \cdot \vec{v} - \iota \omega) \rangle \left( \frac{dn}{d\Omega} \right). \tag{21}
\]

Equation 20 defines the nonlocal “thermal susceptibility” \( \Theta \) as the temperature response to external heat input. It is interesting to consider this first, before going to the nonlocal thermal conductivity \( \kappa(\vec{k}, \omega) \). Generalization to spatial and temporal inhomogeneity is considered natural for the electrical conductivity \( \sigma(\vec{k}, \omega) \). Unlike the electrical case where driving is caused by a well-defined \( E \)-field, the \( P \)-field causing inhomogeneous thermal response does not have a unique form. In addition, the notions of local heat current\(^\text{43,44} \) and local temperature gradient are both somewhat insecure. The scalar \( \Theta \) is perhaps more relevant than the tensor \( \kappa \) to non-local heat evolution. The temperature \( \Delta T(t, t) \) is difficult to measure; appropriate theoretical assistances would help. Both \( \Theta \) and \( \kappa \) are causal; \( \Delta T(t) \) does not respond to \( P(t') \) unless \( t' < t \), nor does \( \Theta(t) \) respond to \( \Delta T(t') \) unless \( t' < t \). Local energy density and temperature are questionable concepts if sources \( P(t) \) vary rapidly in time. \( \Theta(\omega) \) and \( \kappa(\omega) \) are probably useful only at low \( \omega \), smaller than typical \( \omega_Q \)'s, but not smaller than \( 1/\tau_Q \)'s for the longer-lived phonons.

**B. Thermal Conductivity**

Now compute the heat current using Eq. 16. Eliminating \( P_0 / C \) in favor of \( \Delta T \), by use of Eqns. 20 and 21, gives

\[
\vec{j} = \frac{1}{V} \langle h\Omega | \vec{v} \Xi^{-1} \left( \frac{1}{\Theta} - i\vec{k} \cdot \vec{v} + \iota \omega \right) \left( \frac{dn}{d\Omega} \right) \Delta T \tag{22}
\]

where the shorthand is introduced,

\[
\Xi = S + i\vec{k} \cdot \vec{v} - \iota \omega. \tag{23}
\]
Notice that from Eq. (21) $1/\Theta$ can be written as

$$
\frac{1}{\Theta} = -i\omega + \frac{\langle h\Omega|\Xi^{-1}|i\vec{k} \cdot \vec{v} \rangle \frac{dn}{dt}}{\langle h\Omega|\Xi^{-1} \frac{dn}{dt} \rangle}. 
$$

The $i\omega$ terms now cancel from $\langle \cdot \rangle$ in Eq. 22, leaving the expression $i\vec{k} \cdot \vec{v}$ in both remaining parts of $\langle \cdot \rangle$. The factor $i\vec{k}$ can be taken outside the $\langle \cdot \rangle$ elements and combined with $\Delta T$, which is then rewritten as $i\vec{k}\Delta T = \nabla T$. Then the current (Eq. 16) is $\vec{j} = -\kappa \cdot \nabla T$, where the conductivity tensor is

$$
\kappa(\vec{k},\omega) = \frac{1}{V} \left\langle \frac{\hbar \Omega |\vec{v} | \Xi^{-1} |v| \frac{dn}{dt}}{\langle h\Omega|\Xi^{-1} |v| \frac{dn}{dt} \rangle} \right\rangle.
$$

In the static ($\omega \to 0$) homogeneous ($\vec{k} \to 0$) limit, $\Xi$ becomes $S$. The second term of Eq. 25 then vanishes by time-reversal symmetry, and the answer becomes

$$
\kappa_{\alpha\beta}(\vec{k} = 0, \omega = 0) = \frac{1}{V} \left\langle \frac{\hbar \Omega |v_{\alpha}S^{-1}v_{\beta}| \frac{dn}{dt}}{\langle h\Omega|\Xi^{-1} |v_{\beta}| \frac{dn}{dt} \rangle} \right\rangle. 
$$

This is the solution of the standard PBE ($i.e.$ $\kappa \approx C v \ell / 3$) for bulk thermal conductivity.

**C. Extracting $\Delta T$ from $P$**

There are two ways to find the unknown inhomogeneous temperature $\Delta T(\vec{k}, \omega)$, which can then be Fourier transformed to $\vec{r}, t$. The direct route is from the thermal susceptibility, Eq. 20. The less direct route is to use the known current $\vec{j}$ and the non-local conductivity $\kappa$ (Eq. 25) to find the temperature gradient $i\vec{k}\Delta T$. In an approximate theory (like the RTA) these routes do not necessarily give identical results. Here are three versions of temperature:

$$
P(\vec{k}, \omega) = C\Delta T\theta(\vec{k}, \omega)/\Theta(\vec{k}, \omega) 
$$

$$
i\vec{k} \cdot \vec{j}(\vec{k}, \omega) = -(i\vec{k}) \cdot \kappa(\vec{k}, \omega) \cdot (i\vec{k}) \Delta T(\vec{k}, \omega) 
$$

$$
i\vec{k} \cdot \vec{j}(\vec{k}, \omega) = P(\vec{k}, \omega) + i\omega C \Delta T_U(\vec{k}, \omega) 
$$

These three versions are labeled $\Delta T_{\theta}$, $\Delta T_\kappa$, and $\Delta T_U$ because they derive from thermal susceptibility $\Theta$ (Eq. 20), thermal conductivity $\kappa$ (Eq. 25), and energy conservation (Eq. 17). If all three are equal, we can combine the equations to get

$$
-(i\vec{k}) \cdot \kappa(\vec{k}, \omega) \cdot (i\vec{k}) = \left( \frac{1}{\Theta(\vec{k}, \omega)} + i\omega \right) C
$$

This equation is indeed satisfied by the exact formal solutions Eq. 25 and 21. It is reassuring to know that all three versions of $T(\vec{r}, t)$ are the same according to the PBE.

**D. A puzzle**

The first part of this section is omitted, and also the section label “A puzzle”. Continue sec IV.C without a paragraph break.

Here is a possibly related comment. Equation 30 is about the longitudinal part of the thermal conductivity, $\kappa_L = (\Theta(\vec{k}, \omega)^{-1} + i\omega)C/k^2$. This is reminiscent of the formalism for electrical response. The conductivity tensor $\sigma$ is a causal current-current response function, and relates directly to the dielectric tensor $\epsilon = 1 + 4\pi\sigma/\omega$. The longitudinal dielectric response has a reciprocal relation to a susceptibility, similar to Eq. 30, namely $\epsilon^{-1}_L = 1 + v(\vec{k})\chi(\vec{k}, \omega)$, where the susceptibility $\chi$ is the causal charge density-charge density response function. The thermal susceptibility $\Theta$ seems analogous to the electrical susceptibility $\chi$.

**V. RTA VERSION OF FULL SOLUTION**

The RTA is the approximation of keeping only the diagonal terms $\langle Q|S_D|Q \rangle = 1/\tau_Q$ of the full linearized scattering operator $S_D = \langle Q|S|Q \rangle$. RTA formulas can be derived in two equivalent ways. (1) Take the full solution Eq. 25 and replace $S$ by $S_D$. (2) Use the RTA version of the PBE, Eq. 15 with $S \rightarrow S_D$, and supplement it with the RTA version of $\langle h\Omega|\Phi \rangle = 0$. Both methods generate the same answers for $\Theta$ and $\kappa$. However, because scattering in RTA does not conserve energy in inharmonic collisions, Eq. 30 is not obeyed by the resulting approximate $\Theta$ and $\kappa$. The RTA version of Eq. 25 is labeled “\(\kappa_{RTA,A}\)” because a “B” version will soon be discussed.

$$
\kappa_{\alpha\beta}(\vec{k}) = \sum_Q \frac{C_{Q\nu\alpha\beta}v_{Q\nu}}{1/\tau_Q + i\vec{k} \cdot \vec{v}_Q}
+ \sum_Q \frac{C_{Q\nu}(i\vec{k} \cdot \vec{v}_Q)}{1/\tau_Q + ik \cdot \vec{v}_Q} 
+ \sum_Q C_{Q\nu}v_{Q\nu}/1/\tau_Q + ik \cdot \vec{v}_Q 

$$

This has been written for the case $\omega = 0$. For non-zero $\omega$, simply replace $\vec{k} \cdot \vec{v}$ by $i\vec{k} \cdot \vec{v} - \omega$. The integrals in both numerator and denominator of the second term are real and positive, so the second term (for diagonal elements $\kappa_{\alpha\beta}$) is a positive correction to the first. In the local limit $\vec{k} \to 0$, the second term disappears and the answer has the familiar form $\kappa_{\alpha\beta} = \sum_Q C_{Q\nu\alpha\beta}v_{Q\nu}\tau_Q$.

The second term, the correction coming from spatially inhomogeneous driving, gives the dominant contribution when $|\vec{k}| \ell_Q \geq 1$.

The first term of Eq. 31 is not at all surprising. It is a close analog of the usual formula for the nonlocal Drude conductivity $\sigma(\vec{k}, \omega)$ of a metal. This is the formula of Reuter and Sondheimer$^{58,49}$, which clarified Pippard’s theory$^{50}$ of the anomalous skin effect. The analogous
VI. ALTERNATE SOLUTION STARTING FROM RTA

Equation 31 does not agree with previous RTA solutions found in the literature\textsuperscript{51,52}. The reason is that there is an alternative constraint that competes with \(\langle \hbar \Omega | \Phi \rangle = 0\), namely, instead of choosing \(\Delta T\) so that \(\Phi_Q\) contains no net energy, \(\Delta T\) can be chosen so that the RTA collisions conserve energy on average. These are both valid and desirable constraints, but they are not compatible and cannot both be satisfied in RTA. The two competing constraints are:

A: Route A is the same as the one required in the full PBE: \(\sum_Q \hbar \omega_Q \Phi_Q = 0 = \langle \hbar \Omega | \Phi \rangle\).

B: Route B forces the RTA scattering term to be energy conserving: \(\sum_Q \hbar \omega_Q \Phi_Q/\tau_Q = 0 = \langle \hbar \Omega | S_D | \Phi \rangle\).

The solution without RTA \textit{via} route A gives the thermal susceptibility \(\Theta = C \Delta T/P\) of Eq. 21. When RTA is used, this becomes

\[
\Theta_{\text{RTA},A} = \frac{\sum Q \frac{C_Q}{\omega_Q} \left(\frac{1}{\tau_Q + i k \cdot \vec{v}_Q}\right)}{\sum Q \frac{C_Q}{\omega_Q} \left(\frac{1}{\tau_Q + i k \cdot \vec{v}_Q}\right)}
\]

Using this relation to compute \(\vec{v}\) recovers Eq. 31. The analog of route B, \(\langle \hbar \Omega | S_D | \Phi \rangle = 0\), is not helpful for the full PBE (without RTA), because it is automatically satisfied by the correct scattering operator \(S\). However, route B used in RTA is a sensible constraint, but gives a different formula for \(\Theta\),

\[
\Theta_{\text{RTA},B} = \frac{\sum Q \frac{C_Q}{\omega_Q} \left(\frac{1}{\tau_Q + i k \cdot \vec{v}_Q}\right)}{\sum Q \frac{C_Q}{\omega_Q} \left(\frac{1}{\tau_Q + i k \cdot \vec{v}_Q}\right)}
\]

For a given input power \(P_0\), the two temperatures \(T_A\) and \(T_B\) are different. When Eq. 34 is used to compute \(\vec{v}\), one gets the formulas for \(\kappa(k)\) derived in Refs. 51 and 52,

\[
\kappa_{\text{RTA},B}(\vec{k}) = \sum Q \frac{C_Q v_{Q\alpha} v_{Q\beta}}{1/\tau_Q + i k \cdot \vec{v}_Q} + \sum Q' \frac{C_Q^{(mQ\alpha)} v_{Q'\alpha}}{1/\tau_{Q'} + i k \cdot \vec{v}_{Q'}} \frac{C_Q^{(mQ'\beta)} v_{Q'\beta}}{1/\tau_{Q'} + i k \cdot \vec{v}_{Q'}}
\]

Because of energy-conserving scattering, the route B Eqs. 34 and 35 do obey the relation Eq. 30. Notice that the first term in \(\kappa_{\text{RTA}}\) is identical for versions A and B. In the “gray model” where \(1/\tau_Q\) is (unrealistically) taken to be a constant \(1/\tau\), all terms in Eq. 35 and Eq. 31 agree. In the limit of small \(k\) (the local or diffusive limit where Fourier’s law applies), the first term in \(\kappa_{\text{RTA},A}\) or B dominates and the two versions agree. In the opposite limit, the second term in \(\kappa\) (coming from \(\Theta\)) dominates. As will be seen in the next section, results at large \(k\) also show agreement between routes A and B. In the intermediate region, the two versions of \(\kappa_{\text{RTA}}\) disagree. It would be interesting to compare first principles results using each of these equations, to see which, if either, agrees well with the exact first principles result using Eq. 25, but this is beyond the scope of this paper.

We should also mention that a referee has shown us that route B gives a more sensible answer to the diffusive thermal response of phonons to a point pulse perturbation. This adds weight to the argument in favor of route B in RTA theory.

VII. DEBYE MODEL CALCULATIONS

To illustrate the differences between the versions A and B, we use the Debye model in three dimensions. The three branches of phonons all have \(\omega_Q = \sqrt{q/\mu}\) with the same velocity \(v\) and scattering rate \(1/\tau_Q = (1/\tau_D)(q/q_D)^2\). The \(\kappa_{\alpha\beta}\) tensors in Eqs. 31 and 35 are scalars \(\kappa_\alpha\beta\). The mean free path \(\ell_Q = v\tau_Q\) takes has a minimum value \(\ell_D = v\tau_D\). The notations \(\ell_{\text{min}}\) and \(\tau_{\text{min}}\) are used interchangeably (in text and figures) with \([\ell_D\) and \(\tau_D]\). Debye model results are shown here in graphs. Details of the formulas are discussed in the appendix.

There are three important length scales in the problem. (1) The shortest length scale \(L_1\) is the lattice constant \(a\), or the wavelength \(\lambda_Q = 2\pi/|\vec{q}|\) of the short wavelength phonons. (2) Phonons have mean free paths \(\ell_Q = \ell_D(q_D/q)^2\) in our Debye model. This gives a second length scale \(L_2\), namely \(L_2 = \ell_{\text{min}}(T)\), the temperature-dependent minimum mean free path. (3) The length scale \(L_3\) characterizes the spatial variation of \(|\nabla T|\). This scale is determined by sample and heater geometry, \textit{i.e.} how close to the heater are we interested to know the spatial variation of temperature \(T(r)\). This spatial variation determines the shorter important wavevectors \(k^* \approx 2\pi/L_3\). In order to trust the PBE, the phonon wavelengths have to be shorter than their mean free paths \((a < \ell_D, or \ L_1 < L_2)\). Otherwise, phonons are not well defined quasiparticles, and Boltzmann theory starts to be inapplicable. The temperature-dependent ratio \(L_2/L_2 = k^*/\ell_D\) is not constrained. The local limit (where \(k^*/\ell_D < 1\) or \(L/\ell_{\text{min}} \gg 1\)) has phonons seeing essentially constant thermal gradients, and ordinary local Fourier-law heat transport occurs. But clean materials at lower tempera-
tures and small distances from boundaries can be in the opposite regime of highly nonlocal (ballistic) transport.

One way to compare the two versions is to calculate how much version A deviates from the condition \( \langle h|\mathcal{S}_D|\Phi \rangle = 0 \) required in version B, and how much version B deviates from \( \langle h|\Phi \rangle = 0 \) required in version A. Sensible dimensionless measures are

\[
\Delta_A \equiv \frac{1}{V P_0} \langle h|\mathcal{S}_D|\Phi_A \rangle
\]

\[
\Delta_B \equiv \frac{1}{V P_{DTD}} \langle h|\Phi_B \rangle
\]

Results are shown in Fig. 2. The discrepancy \( \Delta_A \), which measures what fraction of input power is lost during scattering (incorrectly treated as inelastic in RTA), is of order 1 in the local (small \( k\ell_D \)) limit, and gets small in the highly nonlocal case. The discrepancy \( \Delta_B \), which measures the fraction of the heat (input in one relaxation time) that is contained incorrectly in deviations from the local equilibrium \( n_Q(T(r)) \), is huge in the local limit, but diminishes rapidly (except at low \( T \)) in the nonlocal case. This pathology in the local limit traces to a non-analyticity of integrals \( S_0 \) and \( 1 - S_1 \) (defined in the appendix) caused by diverging \( \tau_Q \propto 1/q^3 \) at small \( q \).

Another way to illustrate the differences between approaches A and B is to compute thermal susceptibilities \( \Theta \). This is shown in Fig 3, in Debye RTA approximation, with \( \Theta \) divided by \( \tau_{min} \) to make it dimensionless. The two versions A and B differ significantly at smaller \( k \); version B gives correct physics in this local limit, while version A is wrong. The same pathology of integrals \( S_0 \) and \( 1 - S_1 \) is responsible, this time for an error in route A rather than route B. The non-analytic pathology appears in \( \kappa_{RTA,A} \) but not in \( \kappa_{RTA,B} \). The second term in Eqs. 31 and 35 contains a factor \( 1/\Theta_A \) (pathological) and \( 1/\Theta_B \) (nonpathological). Fortunately the pathology in \( \Theta \) does not show up strongly in \( \kappa \). This is shown in Fig. 4.

A more physical way of seeing the difference is to examine spatial variations of temperature. Figure 1 shows a model with spatial variation having period \( L \), allowing Fourier inversion with discrete wavevectors \( 2\pi n/L \). The Fourier transform of \( P(x) \) and the resulting formulas for \( \Delta T(x) \) are in the appendix. Results are shown in Fig. 5, where the temperature shift \( \Delta T(x) \) is shown for a model with heat input and extraction in regions of size \( d = L/8 \approx 4\ell_{min} \). \( \Delta T(x) \) is computed from \( \Delta T(k) = \Theta(k) P(k)/C \). Because of the pathology in \( \Theta_A \), the results are surprisingly different.

The difference is much smaller when \( \Delta T(k) \) is computed from \( \Delta T(k) = P(k)/k^2 \kappa(k) \), where the longitudinal part of \( \kappa \) is \( \kappa_L = \hat{k} \cdot \kappa \cdot \hat{k} \). Figures 6 and 7 show such calculations, in the high T classical limit, for a range of \( L/\ell_{min} \). Both routes A and B converge correctly to the diffusive limit for large values of \( L/\ell_{min} \), and their predictions for \( \Delta T(x) \) are quite similar, deviating a bit from
FIG. 4. Thermal conductivity $\kappa(\vec{k})$ versus $k\ell_{\text{min}}$ at three temperatures ($T=4.0, 0.3, \text{and } 0.1\Theta_D$). Calculations use versions A and B of the RTA in a 3-d Debye model with temperatures ($T_{\kappa}$). The calculations use versions A and B of the RTA in a 3-d Debye model with $\ell_Q = \ell_{\text{min}}(qD/q)^2$, where $\ell_{\text{min}}$ is the minimum phonon mean free path. If not normalized to $\kappa^*$, the higher $T$ curves would lie below the lower $T$ curves; $\kappa^*$ decreases as $T$ increases, causing the ordering to reverse. Black curves are method A and nearby red curves are method B.

$\kappa^* = C_\omega v_{\text{min}}(T)/3$

FIG. 5. Temperature excursion $\Delta T$ in RTA versus position $x$ at temperature $T = 4.0\Theta_D$, computed from $\Delta T(k) = \Theta(k)P(k)/C$. The model A results contain an unphysical pathology in $\Theta$. The thin line shows heat input and extraction, $P(x)$. Only one period of a periodically repeating system is shown. The total period is $L = 30\ell_{\text{min}}$, where $\ell_{\text{min}}$ is the minimum phonon mean free path. Phonons of mode $Q$ have mean free paths $\ell_Q = \ell_{\text{min}}(qD/q)^2$.

FIG. 6. Temperature excursion $\Delta T_A$ in RTA versus position $x$, from model A, using $\Delta T(k) = P(k)/k^2\kappa_L(k)$. The temperature is $T = 10.0\Theta_D$, $\ell_Q = \ell_{\text{min}}(qD/q)^2$, and $L/\ell_{\text{min}}$ takes a range of values. The lowest values (or highest effective conductivity) are in the large $L/\ell_{\text{min}}$, or diffusive, limit. Heat $P(x)$ is added in the region $x < d/2 = L/8$; $P(x) = 0$ in the region $x > d/2$. The thin vertical line marks $d/2 = L/8$. Only one quarter period of a periodically repeating system is shown.

FIG. 7. Temperature excursion $\Delta T_B$ in RTA versus position $x$, from model B, using either $\Delta T(k) = P(k)/k^2\kappa_L(k)$, or $\Delta T(k) = \Theta_B(k)P(k)/C$ (the formulas are identical in model B). The parameters are the same as used in Fig. 6.

Each other in the non-local case of smaller $L/\ell_{\text{min}}$. 
VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We have considered the simplest sensible model for the heat input term \((\partial \theta Q/\partial t)_{ex}\) needed to get nonlocal features in phonon Boltzmann theory. The concept of thermal susceptibility \(\Theta(\vec{k}, \omega) = C(T) d\Delta T(\vec{k}, \omega)/dP(\vec{k}, \omega)\) is a natural consequence of dealing with external driving, but depends on how the driving is modeled. Exact Boltzmann theory is unambiguous about the definition of local temperature \(T(\vec{r}, t)\) or \(T(\vec{k}, \omega)\). However, when treated in RTA, an ambiguity seems inevitable. If temperature is constrained by forcing relaxation to the local Bose-Einstein distribution \(n(\hbar \omega_k/k_B T())\), as demanded by the exact theory, the RTA version is less internally consistent than desirable. If instead, temperature is constrained by forcing the energy change caused by collisions, \((dE/dt)_{\text{scatt}}\), to vanish, the result is more internally consistent even though at odds with the exact procedure. The predicted nonlocal variation of \(\Delta T\) is reasonably similar for the two definitions.
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X. APPENDIX: DETAILS

A. \(\Delta T(x)\) in the diffusive regime

If the applied heating \(P\) is independent of time, then the steady state solution has \(\partial U/\partial t = 0\), and Eq. 17 says \(P = \vec{\nabla} \cdot \vec{j}\). In the diffusive regime, the Fourier law is \(\vec{j} = -\kappa \cdot \vec{\nabla} T\). For heating \(P = P(x)\) varying only in one dimension, the temperature then obeys \(d^2T/dx^2 = -P(x)/\kappa\). Solving this for the case illustrated in Fig. 1 requires using the fact that for \(d/2 < x < L/4 - d/2\), where \(P = 0\), the current is constant, \(P d/2\), and the temperature gradient is \(-P d/2 \kappa\). The temperature \(T = T_0 + \Delta T(x)\) has \(\Delta T(d/4) = 0\) at the midpoint between heat injection and removal. Then the answer, which is plotted in Figs. 1, 6, and 7 is

\[
\Delta T(x) = \frac{P d}{2 \kappa} \left( \frac{L}{4} - x \right), \quad \frac{d}{2} < x < \frac{L}{2} - \frac{d}{2}
\]

\[
= \frac{P}{2 \kappa} \left( \frac{a}{4} (L - d) - x^2 \right), \quad |x| < \frac{d}{2} \quad (38)
\]

B. Effective thermal Conductivity

For the geometry of Fig. 1, there are several possible ways to define an effective thermal conductivity. The heat current is known from the total steady state heat input. Energy \(P d\) enters per unit time and is carried away, but only half is carried as \(j_x > 0\) to the right \((x > d/2)\) and half to the left \((x < -d/2)\). So \(j_x\) between heat injection and removal is \(\pm P d/2\). What temperature gradient is to be taken? In the region near \(x = L/4\), in the diffusive regime, many mean free paths distant from the heaters, the gradient is \(-P d/2 \kappa\), and the ratio \(j_x/(-dT/dx)\) is just the bulk \(\kappa\). But in a nanoscale experiment, perhaps the more relevant measure is to take the average gradient to be the total temperature difference \(\Delta T(x = 0) - \Delta T(x = L/2) = 2 \Delta T(0)\) between heater and cooler and divide by the distance \(L/2\). This is a smaller gradient and therefore corresponds to a larger effective conductivity \(\kappa/(1 - d/2L)\). Or perhaps good thermometry can deliver the average temperature over the region \((-d/2 < x < d/2)\) of the heater. Again dividing by distance \(L/2\) gives an effective conductivity \(\kappa \times (1 - 2d/L)/(1 - 7d/6L)\), a bit higher. Then again, maybe twice this average temperature peak height is to be divided by the distance \(L/2 - d\) of heat flow between heater and cooler. This gives an effective conductivity \(\kappa \times (1 - 2d/L)/(1 - 7d/6L)\), smaller than the bulk value. Other possibilities can be imagined. These values of \(\kappa_{eff}\) are for purely diffusive transport. Similar ambiguities, with different answers, occur for “quasiballistic” transport when mean free paths are no longer negligibly small.

At the level of fundamental theory, a nonlocal \(\kappa(\vec{k}, \omega)\) should describe everything, although the theory for \(\kappa(\vec{k}, \omega)\) can change with different models for the power input \(P(\vec{r}, t)\). This discussion suggests that for nanoscale heat problems, \(\kappa\) is not the clearest choice of analytic tools. The temperature rise per unit power input, \(\Delta T(\vec{k}, \omega)/P(\vec{k}, \omega)\), which has been labeled in Eq. 20 as \(\Theta(\vec{k}, \omega)/C(T)\), with \(\Theta\) the thermal susceptibility, is a more direct measure of the interesting properties of the nanosystem.

C. Debye model integrals in RTA

For calculations using RTA, we need to evaluate various integrals of the form

\[
F_{mn}(k, T) = \frac{1}{3N} \sum_Q \left( \frac{z}{\sinh z} \right)^2 \left( \frac{\nu_{Qz}}{\nu_{Qx}} \right)^m \left( \tau_D/\tau_Q \right)^n \left( ik \nu_{Qz} \tau_D \right)
\]

(39)

Factors of minimum relaxation time \(\tau_D\) and sound velocity \(v\) are introduced to make \(F_{mn}\) dimensionless. Use was made of the harmonic specific heat formula

\[
C(T) = \frac{k_B}{V} \sum_Q \left( \frac{z}{\sinh z} \right)^2
\]

(40)

where \(z = \hbar \omega_Q/2k_B T\). In the high \(T\) (classical) limit, with one atom per primitive cell, \(C \rightarrow C_\infty = 3Nk_B/V\), since the sum over modes \(\sum_Q = 3N\) in three dimensions.
with one atom per cell. The assumptions have been introduced that $P$ is time-independent (so $\omega = 0$), and varies only in the $x$ direction. Only the longitudinal component $\kappa_{xx}(k)$ is examined, where $\vec{k} = k\hat{x}$. The RTA formulas Eqs. 31, 33, 34, and 35 can be written as
\[
\kappa_A(k) = 3\kappa^* \left( F_{20} - \frac{F_{10}^2}{F_{01}} \right) \tag{41} \\
\kappa_B(k) = 3\kappa^* \left( F_{20} - F_{10}F_{11}/F_{01} \right) \tag{42} \\
\Theta_A = \frac{F_{00}}{ikvF_{10}} \text{ and } \Theta_B = \frac{F_{01}}{ikvF_{11}} \tag{43}
\]
where the thermal conductivity scale $\kappa^* = C_\infty v^2 \tau_D / 3$ is introduced. In the Debye model, with $1/\tau_Q = (1/\tau_D)(q/q_D)^p$, $F_{mn}$ becomes
\[
F_{mn,D} = \frac{1}{N} \sum \left( \frac{z}{\sinh z} \right)^2 \frac{\mu^m(q/q_D)^{np}}{(q/q_D)^p + ik\ell_D \mu}, \tag{44}
\]
where $\ell_D = v\tau_D$ is the Debye smallest mean free path. This uses $\sum_Q = 3\sum_q$ because there are $3N$ modes labeled by $Q$ and $N$ wavevectors labeled by $\vec{q}$. The angular integral uses $\mu = \cos \theta$, $\theta$ being the angle between $\vec{v}_q$ or $\vec{q}$ and $\hat{x}$. Now let $u = q/q_D$. The variable $z$ in the specific heat is $h\omega_q/2kB T = uT_D/2T$. The integral can be written as
\[
\frac{1}{N} \sum_q = \frac{3}{2} \int_0^1 du u^2 \int_{-1}^1 d\mu. \tag{45}
\]
There are three angular integrals ($m = 0, 1, 2$),
\[
A_m = \frac{1}{2} \int_{-1}^1 d\mu \frac{\mu^m}{u^p + ik\ell_D \mu} \tag{46} \\
A_0 = \frac{1}{k\ell_D} \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{k\ell_D u}{u^p} \right) \tag{47} \\
A_1 = \frac{1}{ik\ell_D} (1 - u^p A_0) \tag{48} \\
A_2 = \frac{u^p}{(k\ell_D)^2} (1 - u^p A_0) \tag{49}
\]
Equation 44 is then
\[
F_{mn,D}(k) = \frac{3}{2} \int_0^1 du \left( \frac{z}{\sinh z} \right)^2 u^{2+np} A_m(u, k) \tag{50}
\]
The formulas for $\Theta$ in Eqs. 33, 34, and 43 can now be written as
\[
\Theta_{RTA,A}(k)/\tau_D = \frac{S_0(k)}{R_0 - S_1(k)} \tag{51} \\
\Theta_{RTA,B}(k)/\tau_D = \frac{S_1(k)}{R_1 - S_2(k)} \tag{52} \\
\]
where
\[
R_n = 3 \int_0^{q_D} dq q^2 \left( \frac{z}{\sinh z} \right)^{2+n} \left( \frac{q}{q_D} \right)^p \tag{53}
\]
\[
S_n(k) = 3 \int_0^{q_D} dq q^2 \left( \frac{z}{\sinh z} \right)^{2+n} \frac{1}{k\ell_D} \left( \frac{2\mu}{q} \right)^p \left( \frac{q}{q_D} \right)^{np} \tag{54}
\]
Here the $p$-dependent functions $S_n$ and $R_n$ depend on $k\ell_D(T)$ and $T/T_D$, where the Debye temperature is $h\nu q_D/kB$.

In the high $T$ limit where $(z/\sinh z)^2 \rightarrow 1$, $R_n = 3/(3 + np)$. The $S_n$ integrals can also be done analytically at high $T$ for $p = 2$. The full formulas are messy and give little insight, but the small $k$ limits can be extracted and used to show that $\Theta_A \rightarrow 5\sqrt{2}/(\pi(k\ell_D)^{3/2}$, and $\Theta_B \rightarrow 1/(k\ell_D)^2$. Both agree well with numerics in Fig. 3. The non-analytic behavior of $\Theta_A$ at small $k$ is caused by the peculiar behavior of the arctangent function in Eq. 54, when $\nu > 0$ and both $k$ and $q$ are small. The extra powers of $(q/q_D)^p$ for $n = 2$ suppress the non-analyticity, but for $n = 1$ it causes $\Theta_A$ to be badly behaved, and destroys diffusive behavior in $\Theta_A$. The small $k$ diffusive behavior is given correctly by $\Theta_B \rightarrow 1/(k\ell_D)^2$.

D. Non-diffusive $\Delta T(x)$ by Fourier inversion

The spatial behavior of $\Delta T$ is shown in Figs. 5, 6, and 7, for the heating configuration of Fig. 1. The formula is
\[
\Delta T\Theta(\vec{r}) = \sum \frac{CP(\vec{k})}{\Theta(k)} e^{ik\vec{r}}; \tag{55}
\]
\[
\Delta T\kappa(\vec{r}) = \sum \frac{P(\vec{k})}{\kappa(k\vec{k})} e^{ik\vec{r}} \tag{55}
\]
The two versions are the same for route B, but in route A, only the second ($\Delta T\kappa$) should be used, to avoid the incorrect small $k$ behavior of $\Theta_A$ in RTA. In the one-dimensional heating arrangement, the Fourier vector $\vec{k} = (2\pi n/L, 0, 0)$ has only an $\hat{x}$ component. The system is spatially homogeneous in the $\hat{y}$ and $\hat{z}$ directions ($k_y = k_z = 0$). The periodicity $L$ in the $\hat{x}$ direction means that $k_x$ is quantized in units $2\pi/L$. $P(x)$ and $\Delta T(x)$ are both even in $x$, so that the $-k$ and $+k$ parts of the $k$-sums in Eq. 55 can be combined, and exp($ikx$) + exp($-ikx$) replaced by $2\cos(kx)$. Finally, $P(x)$ and $\Delta T(x)$ are both antisymmetric around $x = L/4$. This causes $P(k)$ and $\Delta T(k)$ to vanish when the integer $n$ is even. The equation for $P(k)$ is found from
\[
P(k) = \frac{1}{L} \int_0^L dx P(x)e^{-ikx} \tag{56}
\]
where the input power is

\[ P(x) = P_0 \theta(d/2 - |x|) - \theta(d/2 - |x - L/2|), \quad (57) \]

and \( \theta(x) \) is the Heaviside unit step function. Then \( P(k) \) is

\[ P(k) = P_0 \frac{2 \sin(kd/2)}{kL/2} \quad \text{for} \quad k = \frac{2\pi n}{L} \quad \text{with} \ n \ \text{an odd integer}. \quad (58) \]

With these equations, the Fourier inversion can be done.


